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Question 1 (2 pts) The stock price 7 months from the expiration of an European option is

50€, the exercise price of the option is 55€, the risk-free interest rate is 3% per annum, and

the volatility is 20% per annum.

According to the Black-Scholes formula what is the value of the European put ? (Give an

answer of the form : xN (y) + zN (t), where (x, y, z, t) ∈ R4, and N (·) denote the standard
normal cumulative distribution function.)

Solution 1 (2 pts) We have
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ln(S0

K
) + (r + σ2

2
)T

σ
√
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and

d2 =
ln(S0

K
) + (r − σ2

2
)T

σ
√
T

with S0 = 50, K = 55, r = 0.03, σ = 0.22, and T = 7
12
. That is

d1 =
ln(50

55
) + (0.03 + 0.22

2
) 7
12

0.2
√

7
12

= −0.43

d2 =
ln(50

55
) + (0.03− 0.22

2
) 7
12

0.2
√

7
12

= −0.586

and

Ke−rT = 55e−0.03∗
7
12 = 54.05

Hence,

p = 54.05N (0.586)− 50N (0.43)
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Question 2 (1 pt) Suppose that you go long in three thousand put options that costs each
$0.52 with a strike price of $23 and an expiration date in six months. The current stock price

is $25.

a) What would be your profit if at the expiration date the price of the stock is $21 ?

b) What is the maximal possible loss (assuming you are rational) ?

Solution 2 (1 pt) a) The profit would be

3000× ($23− $21− $0.52) = $4440

b) Assuming we are rational, the option is only exercised if ST ≤ K = 23. The maximal

possible loss is then the initial cost of the option :

3000× $0.52 = $1560.

Question 3 (1 pt) A one-year long forward contract on a non-dividend-paying stock is

entered into when the stock price is 13€ and the risk-free rate of interest is 3% per annum

(with continuous compounding). Six months later, the price of the stock is 14€ and the risk-

free interest rate is still 3%. What is the value of the forward contract ?

Solution 3 (1 pt) The value of the forward contract is

f =
(

14e0.03∗
1
2 − 13e0.03

)
e−0.03∗

1
2 ' 0.8035 ' 0.80€

Question 4 (1 pt) An investor enters into a short forward contract to sell 142 millions yen

for euro at an exchange rate of 125 yen per euro. How much does the investor gain or lose if

the exchange rate at the end of the contract is 119 ?

Solution 4 (1 pt) If the exchange rate at the end of the contract is 139, the investor lose(
1

119
− 1

125

)
∗ 142000000 ' 57277€

Question 5 (1 pt) Suppose that you enter into a long futures contract on copper for $19.40

per ounce. The size of the contract is 2, 500 ounces. The initial margin is $12, 000, and the

maintenance margin is $8, 000. Which price of copper will trigger a margin call ?

Solution 5 (1 pt) There will be a margin call if there is a loss of at least $12, 000−$8, 000 =$4, 000.

The new price per once, x, must satisfies

−4000 ≥ (x− 19.4) ∗ 2500

The binding price writes as

x = −4000

2500
+ 19.4 = 17.8
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Question 6 (1 pt) Suppose that the standard deviation of quarterly changes in a futures
price on a commodity is $0.13, the standard deviation of quarterly changes in the prices of

the commodity is $0.16, and the coeffi cient of correlation between the two changes is 0.45.

What should be the size of the futures position with respect to the size of the company’s

exposure in a three-month hedge ?

Solution 6 (1 pt) The optimal hedge ratio is

0.45× 0.16

0.13
= 0.5538

Hence the size of the futures position should be 55.38% of the size of the company’s exposure

in a three-month hedge.

Question 7 (3 pts) Companies A and B have been offered the following rates per annum
on a $10 million three-year loan :

Fixed Rate Floating Rate

Company A 2.8% LIBOR+0.2%

Company B 3.2% LIBOR+0.3%

Company A requires a floating-rate loan ; company B requires a fixed-rate loan.

What kind of swap would net a bank, acting as intermediary, 0.05% per annum and would

appear equally attractive to both companies ?

Solution 7 (3 pts) There is a 0.4% per annum differential between the fixed rates offered

to the two companies and a 0.1% per annum differential between the floating rates offered to

the two companies.

The total gain to all parties from the swap is therefore 0.4− 0.1 = 0.3% per annum.

Because the bank gets 0.05% per annum of this gain, the swap should make each of A and B
0.3−0.05

2
= 0.125% per annum better off.

We obtain the following figure :

2.8%←−−−−−− A
2.725%←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
LIBOR

Bank
2.775%←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
LIBOR

B
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
LIBOR + 0.3%

This means that it should lead to A borrowing at LIBOR+0.2−0.125 =LIBOR +0.075% and

to B borrowing at 3.2− 0.125 = 3.075%.

Question 8 (1 pt) On July 1, an investor holds 75, 000 shares of a certain stock. The

market price is $21 per share. The investor is interested in hedging against movements in the

market over the next month and decides to use the September Mini S&P500 futures contract.

The index is currently 3638 and one contract is for delivery of $50 times the index. The beta

of the stock is 1.25.
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Solution 8 (1 pt) A short position in

1.25× 75000× 21

50× 3638
= 10.823

contracts is required. Rounded number is 11.

Question 9 (1 pt) The 300-day LIBOR rate is 3.2% with continuous compounding and the

forward rate calculate from a Eurodollar futures contract that matures in 300 days is 3% with

continuous compounding.

Estimate the 380-day zero rate.

Solution 9 (1 pt) We have

R2 =
F1 (T2 − T1) +R1T1

T2
.

with F1 = 3%, T1 = 300, T2 = 380, and R1 = 3.2%. So

R2 =
3%× 80 + 3.2%× 300

380
= 3.16%.

Question 10 (1 pt) A trader enters in two short cotton futures contracts when the futures
price is 71 cents per pound. The contract is for the delivery of 25, 000 pounds.

How much does the trader gain or lose if the cotton price at the end of the contract is 71.23

cents per pound ?

Solution 10 (1 pt) The trader sells for 71 cents per pound something that is worth 71.23

cents per pound. The loss is ($0.7123− $0.71)× 25, 000× 2 = $115.

Question 11 (3 pts) Suppose that a financial institution has agreed to pay 6-month LIBOR
and receive 4% per annum (with semiannual compounding) on a notional principal of $100

million.

The swap has a remaining life of 13 months.

The t−month LIBOR rate (with continuous compounding) is 0.05 + t
500
.

The 6-month LIBOR rate at the last payment date was 10.5% (with semiannual compoun-

ding).

Using a valuation in terms of bond prices, calculate the value of the swap for the position

that pays floating and receives fixed.

Solution 11 (3 pts) Observe that the compounding is semiannual for the fixed rate and
continuous for LIBOR rates. So we have

Bfix =

 ∑
t∈{ 1

12
, 7
12
, 13
12
}

c̄e−t×rt

+ Le−
13
12
×r13/12
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with c̄ = 100 × 4%
2

= $2.0 million ; r1/12 = 0.05 + 1
500

= 5.2%, r7/12 = 0.05 + 7
500

= 6.4% ,

r13/12 = 0.05 + 13
500

= 7.6% ; and L = $100 million.

So

Bfix = 2e−1/12×0.052 + 2e−7/12×0.064 + 102e−13/12×0.076 = 97.856

And

Bfl = (L+ c̃) e−r̃t̃

with L = 100, c̃ = 100× 10.5%
2
, r1/12 = 0.05 + 1

500
= 5.2%, and t̃ = 1/12.

So

Bfl = 100× (1 +
0.105

2
)× e−1/12×0.052 = 104.79

Hence,

Vswap = Bfix −Bfl

= 97.856− 104.79 = −6.934

or −$6.934 million.

If the financial institution had been in the opposite position of paying fixed and receiving

floating, the value of the swap would be +$6.934 million.

Question 12 (4 pts) You are a producer. The market price of your good in T year will be
ST . The future value in T years of the total costs of manufacturing your good is dT . To hedge

your portfolio, you take a long and a short position in two options. You now purchase (resp.

sell) a T -year, European put (resp. call) on your good at strike K1 (resp. K2) for a premium

of p0 (resp. c0). We assume K1 < K2 and that the continuously compounding annual interest

rate equals r.

a) What is the profit of your hedged porfolio at maturity ?

b) What is the range (i.e., the interval) of the profit of your hedged porfolio at maturity ?

c) Compute such a range for the following values : dT = 850 ; T = 2 ; ST = 1000 ; r = 3% ;

K1 = 900 ; K2 = 1050 ; p0 = 5 ; c0 = 8.

d) Assume now you want to reduce this profit interval to a singleton. A put with strike K2 is

available for this purpose. The current market price of your good is S0 = 990. What do you

do and what is the corresponding singleton ?

Solution 12 (4 pts) a) The future value in T years of :
- the total costs of manufacturing the good is dT ;

- the put premium is p0erT ;

- the call premium is c0erT .

The put (resp. call) is exercised if ST < K1 (resp. ST > K2). In this case, we deliver the good

and receive K1 (resp. K2). If K1 < ST < K2, no option is exercised and the good worths his

market price ST . Hence the profit of the hedged porfolio at maturity writes as

−dT + (−p0 + c0) e
rT +K11ST≤K1 + ST1K1<ST<K2 +K21ST≥K2 .
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b) From K1 < K2, such a profit is clearly minimal (resp. maximal) when ST ≤ K1 (resp.

ST ≥ K2). So, the range of the profit of the hedged porfolio at maturity writes as

[−dT + (−p0 + c0) e
rT +K1;−dT + (−p0 + c0) e

rT +K2]

c) For the following values : dT = 850 ; T = 2 ; ST = 1000 ; r = 3% ; K1 = 900 ; K2 = 1050 ;

p0 = 5 ; and c0 = 8, this range writes as

[−850 + (−5 + 8) e0.03∗2 + 900;−850 + (−5 + 8) e0.03∗2 + 1050]

= [53.19; 203.19]

d) To reduce this profit interval to a singleton, it suffi ces tu buy the put with strike K2, instead

of K1. According to the Put-call parity, a put with strike K2 prices today at

p′0 = c0 − S0 +K2e
−rT

= 8− 990 + 1050e−0.03∗2 ' 6.85

The corresponding profit interval is

[−dT + (−p′0 + c0) e
rT +K2;−dT + (−p′0 + c0) e

rT +K2]

= [−850 + (−6.85 + 8) e0.03∗2 + 1050;−850 + (−6.85 + 8) e0.03∗2 + 1050]

which reduces to the singleton

{201.22}.

Notice that this result would also have been obtained using a call with strike K1, instead of

K2. Indeed, the Put-call parity would give

c′0 = p0 + S0 −K1e
−rT

= 5 + 990− 900e−0.03∗2 ' 147.41

The bound of the corresponding profit interval would then be

−dT + (−p0 + c′0) e
rT +K1 = −850 + (−5 + 147.41) e0.03∗2 + 900 = 201.22
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